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INT. J. CONTROL, 1989, VOL. 50, No.5, 1941-1959

Indirect adaptive techniques for fixed controller performance
enhancement

T. T. TAYH, J. B. MOOREt, and R. HOROWITZ§

This paper develops the adaptive disturbance estimate feedback schemes of a
companion paper for enhancing the performance of controllers designed by off-line
techniques. The developments are based on the parametrization theory for the class
of all stabilizing controllers for a nominal plant, and the dual class of plants
stabilized by a nominal controller. Such parametrization allows us conveniently to
parametrize plant uncertainties for on-line identification and control purposes,
minimizing the effects of unmodelled dynamics. Based on these parametrizations,
along with prefilteringwhich minimizesthe effect of unmodelled dynamics, standard
adaptive stabilization, adaptive pole assignment, or adaptive linear quadratic
schemesare shown to achievecontroller enhancement. The idea is to exploit a priori
information about a plant and design objectivesin an off-line design,and yet exploit
the power of adaptive techniques to learn and tune on-line. Attention is focused on
techniques for fixed but uncertain plants.

1. Introduction
Control theory has tended to develop in two separate directions. Off-line robust
control exploits the a priori information about a plant and the off-line power of
computers to achieve robust controllers that achieve performance objectives. On-line
adaptive control theory has as its ideal to learn and implement on-line whatever is
necessary to achieve the control objectives. Most of the significant results developed
are those for the input-output (black box) model. Adaptive schemes are known to
work well for low-order models with simple objectives. Inclusion of a priori plant
information does not always allow a convenient plant parametrization for on-line
identification based on least squares, although the less well understood recursive
prediction error schemes can be applied.

There is still a need for methods to apply adaptive techniques efficiently to assist in
the control of high-order plants when there is a priori plant information. The
challenge addressed here, as by Tay and Moore (1988) and Wittenmark (1988), is to
find convenient parametrizations which allow adaptive techniques to work.

In our earlier paper (Tay and Moore 1988) the problem of enhancing a fixed
controller performance using additional filtering and standard recursive least-squares
based algorithms is developed. Off-line and on-line controller designs are blended
harmoniously together based on the theory for the class of all stabilizing controllers.
In this paper, the approach of Tay and Moore (1988) is broadened to permit the
blending of standard adaptive pole-assignment, or adaptive linear quadratic designs,
or indeed any adaptive stabilizing scheme to achieve enhancement of off-line designed
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(robust) controllers. In Tay and Moore (1988), the emphasis is to restrict adaptation
to within the class of stabilizing controllers for the nominal plant. Here the emphasis
of developments of the theory is to provide a firm basis to operate over a wider class of
controllers. In Tay and Moore (1988), the approach is definitely the direct adaptive
control approach with on-line tuning of controller parameters, whereas here the
approach is indirect in that there is learning of the plant as an intermediate step
towards its stabilization.

Of course, in applying standard adaptive control schemes to high-order systems,
as here, the dominant issue in one's mind is unmodelled dynamics, the subject of
recent papers (Rohr et al. 1985, Kresisselmeier and Anderson 1986, Ioannou and
Tsakalis 1986, Chen and Guo \988, and Goodwin et al. 1986). In our proposed
schemes, appropriate prefilters emerge from the theory rather as an ad hoc adjunct.
However, these prefilters are not uniquely defined (by our theory), and can be selected
to minimize the effects of unmodelled dynamics in the algorithms.

The key theoretical development concerns convenient parametrizations of plants
and controllers. A controller transfer function matrix K (Q), parametrized in terms of a
transfer function matrix Q, applied to a plant transfer function matrix G(S),
parametrized in terms of a transfer function S, leads to a stable control loop if and
only if Q stabilizes S. The parametrization can be such that the nominal plant Go is
G(O), and a fixed controller K o is K(O), which is suitably robust yet high performance
for Go. Thus the a priori information about the plant is the nominal Go and its
(robust) controller K o, and the plant uncertainties are parametrized in terms of the
transfer function S. It remains for the adaptive scheme to identify S and stabilize it
with an adaptive Q,denoted Q., using standard techniques. This result is developed in § 2.

Based on the key theoretical results, we propose an on-line least-squares based
scheme to identify the plant uncertainties as parametrized by S. This is studied in § 3.
We proceed to view the standard adaptive schemes as adapting Qk to not only
stabilize S but to assist in achieving the performance objectives of the original
controller K o design. The application of standard indirect adaptive control techniques
to achieve a controller Q asymptotically is developed in § 4. Design examples are
included that highlight the power of the proposed approach. Conclusions are drawn
in § 5.

2. Controller theory
In this section, we first review a convenient characterization of the class of all

stabilizing controllers in terms of an arbitrary stable proper transfer function Q. Dual
results are noted for the class of all plants, parametrized in terms of an arbitrary stable
proper transfer function S, stabilized by a nominal controller. The conditions for
closed-loop stability when controllers parametrized in terms of Q are applied to plants
parametrized in terms of S are of interest. The key result of the section is that stability
holds if and only if the 'plant' S is stabilized by a feedback 'controller' Q. The
significance of the result is discussed and motivates the introduction of a useful class of
coprime factorizations. For convenience, the results of this section are presented in dis
crete time, although they apply with trivial modifications to the continuous time case.

2.1. Nominal plant description
Consider a stabilizable and detectable nominal plant model with state space

description
(2.1)
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and transfer function matrix

[
AI Bj_, I

Go(z) = C(zI - A) B + D == ----- E IR
C : D T P

1943

(2.2)

where IRp denotes the class of rational proper transfer functions, and [ ]T denotes a
transfer function as defined in (2.2) using block partitioning. Consider also coprime
factorizations

(2.3)

where IRHOO denotes the class of all asymptotically stable rational proper transfer
functions. Suitable selections are given below in (2.7).

2.2. Stabilizing proper controllers

Consider proper stabilizing controllers for Go as K E IRp (rational proper transfer
functions), see Fig. I, where the closed system is well posed. That is

[ -~o -IKTI exists and belongs to IRHOO (2.4)

Plant

I Go I
I I

I Ko
I

I I
Controller

Figure I. Nominal plant and controller.

Consider also coprime factorizations for some stabilizing controller K o for Go as

Ko=VoVo'=Vo'Oo; Vo,Vo,Oo,VoEIRH oo (2.5)

which satisfy the double Bezout identity as

[
Vo -_00- [Mo VoJ = [M o VoJ [V~ -_OoJ = [I OJ (2.6)

-No M o _ No Vo No Vo_ -No M o ° I

2.3. Coprime factorizations (Doyle 1984)

For some stabilizing constant state feedback gain F for (2.1) and some stabilizing
constant output injections H for (2.1), the following factorizations satisfy (2.3), (2.5),(2.6)
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- 0
0

] [_A_~_~~J_-=~~~_~~~_~]
= F i I 0 E IRH'"

Mo I

C i -D I T
I

These factorizations are easily verified to satisfy the Bezout identity (2.6).
Note that Ko under (2.5), (2.7) is a state estimate feedback controller with

[
A + BF + HC + HDF : -H]

K o = --------------------
F i 0 T

(2.7)

(2.8)

2.4. Class of all stabilizing proper controllersfor Go
This class can be characterized in terms of an arbitrary QE IRH co under (2.3), (2.5)

and (2.6) as (Doyle 1984)

K(Q)=UV- 1, U=Uo+MoQ,

= V-I 0, 0 = 0 0 + QMo,
(2.9)

Note also that (2.9) can be written via (2.6) as

K(Q)=Ko+ Vo1Q(I+ VoINoQ)-IVOl

which can be reorganized as in Fig. 2 with

(2.10)

[[
I -Ko]-'[Mo]]

WK = -_Go ~ No E IRH'"

[No M o] 0

(2.11)

Figure 2. Class of all stabilizing controllers.

It is known that the associated four closed-loop transfer functions between the U; and
e; of Fig. 2(a) are affine in Q as follows (Tay and Moore 1988)

_K(Q)]-l =[ I

I -Go
-KO] - ' [Mo] _ _

I + No Q[No Mo] E IRH
oo (2.12)

Note also that there is a bijective relationship between K and Q. Moreover, simple
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(2.13)

(2.14)

2.5. Class of all plants stabilizable by a controller K o
Consider a nominal plant Go and controller K o with coprime factorization given

by (2.3) and (2.5) satisfying the double Bezout identity of (2.6). Under the above
definitions, the class of all proper plants stabilizable by K o is characterized by an
arbitrary S E RHOO as

G(S) = ~~,-~' " = ": + V~S, "!. = "!.o + U~S}
=M N, N=No+SVo, M=Mo+SUo

This dual result is immediate upon interchanging the role of controller and plant in
the more familiar theory for the class of all stabilizing controllers. Equation (2.14) can
be rewritten via (2.6) as

G(S) = Go + Mo'S(I + Mil'UoS)-lMil' (2.15)

which can then be re-organised as in Fig. 3 with

S E RH'"
~ stabilizes G

Figure 3. Class of all proper plants stabilized by K o.

Note also that there is a bijective relationship between G and S as follows:

S = M(G(S) - Go)M o = Mo(G(S) - Go)M

(2.16)

(2.17)

Thus any S E RH'" will generate a G that forms a stabilizing pair (G(S), Ko) with the
converse holding. Also S r$ RHoo implies the pair (G(S), K o) is not stabilizing.

2.6. Robust stabilization results

In this subsection, we investigate stability conditions for plants G(S) with feedback
controllers K(Q).

Theorem 2.1

Let (Go, K o) be a stabilizing nominal plant-controller pair such that (2.4) holds
with K( Q) set to K o. Let G(S) be the class of plants parametrized by S as in (2.14) and
K(Q) be the class of controllers parametrized by Q as in (2.9). (Here there is no
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(2.18)

requirement that Q, 5 E IRHoo.) Then (G(5), K(Q)) forms a stabilizing pair if and only
if Q stabilizes 5 in that

[
/ _Q]-l

exists and belongs to IRHOO
-5 /

-K(Q)]-'=[ /

l -Go

Moreover, the closed-loop transfer function matrix of (G, K) is given by

[ -~(5)

Proof

Equation (2.19) is derived as follows.

(2.19)

x {[ / -Q- [Vo

-5 / 0
Q~o]}
5U o

and the equality in (2.19) follows via (2.6). In fact the equality in (2.19) can also be
written as

or

[ -~(5) -K/(Q)]-'=[ / -KoJ-'+[MoUo]
-Go / No Vor -Q]-'_1}[~0 ~o]

-5 / No M o
(2.20)

-UoJ +1
Vo

[ / -Q]-' [Vo -rJo] { [ 1
-5 / = -No Mo -G(S)

x [Mo

-No

-K(Q)]-' _[ / -Ko]-'}

/ -Go 1

(2.21)

Under (2.4) with K set to K o, and (2.18), it is immediate from (2.5), (2.20) and (2.19)
holds and K(Q) stabilizes G(5). Conversely, if K(Q) stabilizes G(5), and Ko stabilizes
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Go, then from (2.21) we have that (2.18) holds, or Q stabilizes S and the theorem is
established. 0

Remark 1
If S = 0, that is G = Go, then (2.21) reduces to the well-known result (2.12).

Similarly, taking the case Q = 0, the dual result is obtained.

Remark 2

Note that although the theorem is motivated by the theory of the class of all
stabilizing controllers and the dual class of all proper plants stabilized by a nominal
controller, there is no requirement in this theorem for either S or Q to belong to IRH"'.
This allows us to consider the case when the nominal controller does not stabilize the
plant G.

Remark 3

For the simultaneous stabilization of Go, G, this theorem tells us that there must
be a stable controller QE IRH'" stabilizing S (see also Obinata and Moore 1988).

Remark 4

This result is a generalization of an earlier result in the conference paper by Tay
and Moore (1988).

Remark 5: time-varying case

The above results hold for the time-varying case where the time-invariant matrices
A, B, C, D of Go in (2.1) are generalized to time-varying matrices Ak> B., Ck> D. with
corresponding time-varying controller, K o of (2.8). Since the proof is only a mild
generalization of that above using the notation and techniques of Moore and Tay
(1989), it is not repeated here.

2.7. Interpretation ofS

It is immediate from (2.17) that S can be interpreted as the difference in the transfer
function matrices between the actual plant, G(S), and the nominal plant, Go,
frequency shaped by either M, Mo or Mo, M. This frequency shaping is not unique.
The non-uniqueness can be exploited for the controller enhancement techniques of the
next sections. This motivates us to present now a more general class of factorization
for G, Go.

2.8. More general coprime factorizations

Consider the nominal plant of (2.1) and a stabilizable and detectable state-space
description of the stabilizing nominal controller as

K = [~~-! -~~J (2.22)° CK I DK
I T

where in general Ko may not be the result of a state feedback and/or state estimator
design. Let F be any stabilizing constant state feedback gain for (2.1) and FK be any
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stabilizing constant state feedback gain for the controller K o of (2.5). The following
are coprime factorizations for Go, K o

A +BF 0 iB 0
I

[Mo
UoJ=

0 AK+ BKFK : 0 BK
--------------------- E IRH'" (2.23 a)

No Vo F CK + DKFK : I DK
1

C+DF FK iD I T

[
Vo -OoJ

-No Mo

A + BZDKC

BKZC

BZCK : BZ BZDK
1

AK+ BKZDCK i BKZD BKZ
----------------------------------- E IRH'" (2.23 b)
-(F-ZDKC) ZCK 1 Z -ZDK

1

1

ZC _(FK - ZDCK) i -ZD Z T

Z=(l-DDK)-l, Z=(l-DKD)-l

Note that (2.23 b) belongs to IRH "', as can be observed from the fact that the
poles of (2.23 b) are those of the closed-loop system form by Go and K o. That the
Bezout identity is satisfied can be easily verified.

2.9. Dual factorizations

The dual to (2.23) can be written down in terms of stabilizing output injections.
Let H be any stabilizing constant output injection gain for the plant of(2.1) and H K be
any stabilizing constant output injection gain for K o of (2.5). Then dual factorizations
to (2.23) for Go, K o and satisfying the double Bezout identity are as follows.

E IRH'"

TZDZZC

BKZC i -(HK-BKDZ)
1

BZCK A + BZDKC : BZ -(H - BDKZ)
--------------- 1 -----------------

ZCK DKZC i Z DKZ
1

1

1

(2.24 a)

(2.24 b)E IRH'"

TI-DCo

AK+ HKCK 0 i H K _(BK+ HKD K)
1

o A+HCi-(B+HD) H----------------1 - _

CK 0 i I _DK

1

I
I
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Remark 6
The poles of No, Mo for the factorizations of (2.23) and No, M o for the dual

factorizations of(2.24) are those ofthe nominal closed-loop transfer function matrices.

Remark 7
Note that if K o is derived from a state feedback and state estimator design as given

in (2.8), then selecting FK = C, (2.23) reduces to (2.7). Similarly, selecting H K = B,
(2.24) reduces to (2.7).

From the factorizations of(2.7), (2.23) or (2.24), the poles of MoM o are the poles or
subset of the poles of the closed-loop transfer function matrices form by Go and K o.
Thus M 0' M0 are the natural frequency shaping of (Go - G) in the bandwidth of the
nominal operating frequencies. With u., Vo, 00 , Vo given by either (2.7), (2.23) or
(2.24), we have from (2.6)

M=(I-KoG)-lVOI

M=Vo1(I-GKo)-1

(2.25 a)

(2.25 b)

It is immediate that M, M provides frequency shaping of (Go - G) to emphasize the
actual operating frequencies. In this parametrization, S does not merely tell us the
deviation of the actual plant from our nominal plant but also emphasizes the deviation
in the frequency bands of interest. Note that M, M and M 0' M0 are determined by both
the plant (actual and nominal) and the nominal controller, K o. It is thus important that
an appropriately designed nominal controller be used, or, put another way, that we are
able to exploit the virtues of an original nominal controller design.

An objective of the paper is to show that there is an advantage in identifying S
rather than identifying the actual plant Go. We note here that the exact order of S may
in fact be higher than that of G. However, what we hope to achieve here through
proper frequency shaping is an S that can be fairly accurately described by a low-order
model with sufficiently small unmodelled dynamics. We shall next present an example
to show that, using this parametrization, we in fact have a low-order S.

Example I

In this example, we have a twelfth-order scalar actual plant G and a twelfth-order
scalar nominal plant Go. Figure 4 shows the gain verses normalized frequency plot of
the actual plant G, the nominal plant Go and the transfer function deviation (G - Go).
The errors or mismatches are due to an underestimation of the damping factor of a
pair of complex poles and the overall process gain. Phase errors are relatively small
and are not plotted.

An attempt is made to approximate G by reduced-order models using model
reduction techniques; in this case, balanced truncation is used. Figure 5 shows the gain
verses normalized frequency plot of the actual plant G, and models reduced to sixth
and tenth order. A reasonable match, both in gain and phase is achieved by the tenth
order reduced model whereas the matching performance of the sixth-order reduced
model is far from satisfactory.

Using the S-parametrizations described above, a stabilizing nominal controller K o
based on the nominal plant Go is designed using the LQG technique with index

I k- L (yf + o,oo5uf)
k i-I
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Actual plant G

Normalized Frequency

Nominal plantGo

Figure 4. Frequency response plots for actual plant, G, nominal plant, Go, and (G - Go) .

.5
G

3.5

Normalized Frequency

Figure 5. Frequency response plots of actual plant and its reduced order approximations.

This controller also stabilizes the actual plant G. The transfer function S is then
computed via (2.17). Its gain verses normalized frequency plot is shown in Fig. 6.
Model reduction through balanced truncation is again used to find a low-order model
approximation to S. The frequency response of a sixth order reduced model is shown
alongside the frequency response of S. From these plots (and phase plots) it is
immediate that the degree of fit of the sixth-order reduced model for S is comparable
to the tenth-order approximation for the actual plant G and is superior compared to
the sixth-order approximation of the actual plant.
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2.',-----------------------,

2..

2.1

1.8

1951

.5 1.5

<3

FullorderS

.5

S reduced to6thorder

1.5

Normalized Frequency
2.5

Figure 6. Frequency response plots of full order S and reduced order S.

3. Identification
It was shown in the last section that there are advantages in using the S

parametrization to model the deviation of the actual plant G from the nominal plant
Go. In this section, we investigate ways in which S can be conveniently identified on
line.

Lemma 3.1

Consider a nominal plant Go and a stabilizing controller Ko with coprime
factorizations (2.3) and (2.5) satisfying the Bezout identity of (2.6). Consider Fig. 7
with G parametrized by S of(2.14) and J K given by (2.11). Under the above conditions,
the transfer function matrix from [w', w~ s']' to [e', e~ r']' of Fig. 7 is given by

[

(l-KoG)-' (I-KoG)-'Ko (l-KOG)-'VO']

w= (I-GKo)-'G (I-GKo)-' (I-GKoS)-'GVo' (3.1)

Vo'(I - GKo)-'G Vo'(I - GKo)-'

where S is given from (2.14).

(b)

(a)

Figure 7. Non-nominal plant case.
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Proof

From Fig. 7, simple manipulations show that W is given by

[

(I-KOG)-I (I-KOG)-IKo (I-KOG)-IVOI
]

W= (I-GKO)-IG (I-GKO)-l (I-GKO)-'GVO'
Vo'(I- GKO)-'G Vo1(l- GKO)-I Vo

1(1- GKO)-IGVO' - Vo' No

Now utilizing the double Bezout identity (2.6) and (2.14), we have

Vo 1(1- GKO)-'GVO1 - Vo 1No = NVo' - VOlNo

=(No+SVO)VO' - Vo'No=S

(3.2)

o

Remark 8
The key message of this lemma is that the transfer function matrix from the input s

to the output r is S. Thus information about S can be deduced by observing the signals
rand s.

To formulate the identification of S into the framework of a standard identification
algorithm, it is necessary to adopt some kind of noise model. Let us assume that the
actual plant has a general associated noise model as given in Fig. 8(a). Here w is a
noise sequence and Gw is the filter associated with the noise.

Simple manipulations show that Fig. 8(a) can be redrawn as Fig. 8(b) with

(3.3)

(h)

(a)

Figure 8. Plant/noise model.

This turns out to be a linear equation in s and can easily be reformulated into forms so
that a standard identification algorithm such as the recursive least squares or
extended least squares can be applied. The noise filter (MG w ) will depend on the
appropriate Gw defining the underlying noise process.

Example 2
Let us demonstrate the above for the case where the underlying actual process has

a scalar ARMAX description

G = B(Z-I)/A(z-I), Gw =C(z-l)/A(z-I) )

A(z-1)=1+a1z-
1 + +amz-

m, B(z-l)=bo+btz-l+ ... +bnz-n (3.4)

C(Z-I)= I +C,Z-l + +cpz- P
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Assume that a nominal plant Go is available and Go is given by

Go=BO(Z-I)/Ao(Z-I) }
- -1 - -mO -1 t: 1i -I 5 -nO (3.5)

Ao= I +a1z + ... +amoz , Bo(z )=uo+ IZ + ... + nOz

Let the factorizations for G and Go be given by

M o = Mo = AO(Z-I )/DO(Z-l), No = No = BO(Z-' )/Do(Z-I)}
(3.6)

M = M= A(Z-I)/D(z-I), N = N = B(Z-I)/D(z-I)

where D(Z-I) and DO(Z-l) are stable polynomials derived from the factorizations of
(2.7), (2.23) or (2.24).

Now Jet us assume that S is parametrized by polynomials AS(Z-l), BS(Z-I)

(3.7)

Then from (2.17), we have

AS(Z-l) =D(Z-')Do(Z-'), BS(Z-') = B(Z-I)Ao(Z-I) - A(Z-I)Bo(Z-I)

MGw =C(z-I)/D(z-l), Cs(Z-I) = C(z-I)Do(Z-I)
(3.8)

and

and the extended least squares algorithm can be used to estimate AS(Z-l) and
BS(Z-I) on-line. Given that DO(Z-') is derived from the factorizations of (2.7), (2.23)
or (2.24), DO(Z-l) reflects the nominal closed-loop poles and can be appropriately
designed through the design of the nominal controller Ko.

4. Control
Identification of S through the scheme of § 3 is a first stage which is interesting in

its own right and may find applications in process identification where it is desirable
to combine physical structure/parameters determination with algorithmic techniques
like least squares. However a logical next stage is to exploit the on-line estimation of S
for an on-line enhancement of controller performance. This aspect is now explored.
We shall make a brief note on the closed-loop stability of our on-line adaptive scheme
before going on to describe possible utilization of the information provided by S.

4.1. Closed-loop stability

The objective of the adaptive scheme is to enhance performance by adapting Q,
now denoted Qk> and thereby achieving an adaptive controller K( Qk) for the plant
G(S). Of course, the first requirement is stabilization. From the theory of § 2, we are
able to view the original problem of adapting K(Qk) for G(S) to achieve stability as the
derived problem of adapting the 'controller', Qk to stabilize the 'plant', S, now a
standard task. This is depicted in Fig. 9.

We shall next describe two adaptive algorithms for tuning the 'controller', Qk' We
stress here that the algorithms to be described are not new. Rather, what we aim to
achieve in the following part of this section is to justify the use of these algorithms to
achieve our control objectives, whether these be merely stabilization, or pole
placement, or linear quadratic control.
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Figure 9. Derived 'plant' and 'controller'.

4.2. Adaptive pole placement

We shall present a result which will provide the rationale behind using the pole
placement technique in the design of Qk'

4.3. Theorem 4.1: Eigenvalue separation

Let (Go, Ko) be a stabilizing nominal plant-controller pair such that (2.4) holds
with K set to K o. Let factorizations of Go, K o be given by (2.7), (2.23), (2.24). Let
G(S) be the class of plants parametrized by S as in (2.14) (not necessarily stabilized by
K o) and K(Q) be the class of controllers parametrized by Q as in (2.9) with K o =
K(Q)IQ = O. Under these conditions, the closed-loop poles of the pair [G(S), K(Q)]
are the poles of the pairs (Go, K o) together with those of (S, Q).

Proof For the proof, see the Appendix.

This theorem tells us that if the nominal controller K o for the nominal plant Go is
designed based on a pole-placement technique, then in the perturbed plant case, the
methodology can be followed through by assigning the perturbation arising through S
to some appropriate pole locations using the 'controller', Qk' There is therefore no
conflict of design methodology. In this case, the a priori knowledge of the plant serves
to reduce the order of the adaptive controller.

The formulation of the adaptive pole-placement 'controller' Qk for the 'plant'S can
now be referred to some 'standard' text and will not be reproduced here. Possible
references are (Moore et al. (1989) and Goodwin and Sin (1984). Of course, all
associated conditions such as persistency of excitation in the standard case will apply
here.

4.4. Adaptive linear quadratic control

As in the previous subsection, we will first present a result which will explain the
rationale behind the design of Qk using the linear quadratic technique.

Theorem 4.2

Consider that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 apply. Consider the derived feedback
control scheme of Q in feedback with S as in Fig. 9. Consider also a linear quadratic
index, penalizing rand s as

(4.1)
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(4.4)

Then I LQ of (4.1) can be expressed in terms of a frequency-shaped penalty on the plant
outputs and inputs, y, u, as, in obvious operator notation,

I k [(MtMo+OtROo) -(MtNo+OtRVo)-[y,]
ILQ=k I [y; u;] _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (4.2)

i=1 -(NtMo+ VtRUo) (NtNo+ VtRVo) _ u,

where Mo, No, 0 0 , Voare given from (2.3), (2.5) and * denotes conjugate transpose.

Proof
From (2.11) and (2.6), we have

r= Vo1y- Vo1Nos= V-1y=Moy-Nou=[Mo -No][~] (4.3)

From (4.3) and u = K(Q)y, we have u = Ur. Now from (2.6), we have

s=Vou-Ooy=[-Oo Vo{~]

Substituting (4.3), (4.4) into (4.1), then (4.2) follows. o

Theorem 4.2 tells us that performing an LQ design based on the penalty of rand s
is equivalent to performing an LQ design based on a frequency shaped penalty of y
and uas in (4.2). We note from the factorizations of§ 2 that Mo, No, 0 0 , Voreflect the
closed-loop poles of the pair (Go, Ko). Thus in this case, we can interpret the
frequency shaping given in (4.2) as an emphasis on y, u in the frequency bands of
interest and is therefore a meaningful index to minimize. The formulation of the
adaptive LQG controller based on the index (4.1) is now a standard problem and will
not be reproduced here. The reader is referred to Goodwin and Sin (1984).

Example 3: Simulation results

In this example, we present simulation results for the case where an explicit
adaptive LQG algorithm is used to design Qk' The actual plant G, and the nominal
controller Ko(designed based on the nominal plant Go) of Example I in § 2 are used.
The following LQ index penalizing rand s is used in the design of the adaptive LQG
augmentation Qk'

I ~ 2 2I LQ = - L.. (r, + s; )
k t» 1

(4.5)

The Table shows a performance index comparison for the following various cases.
The first case is where the actual plant G is controlled by the nominal controller K o
with no adaptive augmentation. The second case is when a standard adaptive LQG
algorithm is used (see Goodwin and Sin 1984). A third-order model S is assumed and
in this case, an estimate of S 'converges' to

0'38Iz- 1 -0'0925z- 2 -0'3588z- 3

S=I-0-4239z 1-0'4392z 2-0'018Iz 3

A marked improvement over that of the non-adaptive case is recorded. (Note that the
average is taken after the identification algorithm 'converges"] The third case is for the
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actual plant, G controlled by the corresponding LQG controller, designed based on
knowledge of G rather than on that of a nominal model Go. Clearly, the performance
of the adaptive scheme (case 2) is drastically better than for the non-adaptive case, and
approaches that of the optimal scheme (case 3), confirming the performance
enhancement ability of the technique.

Case
I k

- 2: (yl + 0'005uf)
ki=1

Non-adaptive with actual plant G
Adaptive with actual plant G
Non-adaptive with actual plant G
and corresponding LQG controller

0-4230
0'1860

0·1756

In a second simulation run we work with a plant G which is not stabilized by the
nominal controller K o. Again S is identified on-line using a third-order model and an
adaptive LQG algorithm, as in the run above, is used to design a Q. to augment K o.
Figures 10 and II show the evolution of the parameter estimates and the plant output
and input respectively. In this instance, the adaptive augmentation, Qk together with
K o stabilizes the plant.

The results show that the technique not only enhances performance but also can
achieve robustness enhancement.
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Figure 10. Example 3: parameter estimates of S.
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Figure 11 Example 3: plant output y and plant input u.

5. Conclusions
From the theory and design studies of the paper. it is clear that adaptive

techniques can be rationally applied to enhance the performance and possibly
robustness of off-line designed controllers. The effect of unmodelled dynamics is seen
to be minimized by appropriate selection of certain non-uniquely specific filters in the
design.

The methods are seen to constitute one rational approach to incorporate a priori
plant information into an adaptive controller design. In the case when there is no a
priori plant information so that the nominal plant is taken to be a zero gain and the
off-line linear controller is also an open loop, the method reduces to standard adaptive
schemes (see also Moore and Tay 1989). Although the methods are developed for
constant parameter plants, the idea extends naturally to the case of drifting time
varying plants in a less restricted adaptive framework.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 4. I

We shall prove the theorem for the factorizations (2.7) only. For the factorizations
(2.23), (2.24), the procedure follows in a similar manner.
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Let K o be given from (2.8) and

Q= [~3_i_~<:] ,
CQ i 0 T

Straightforward manipulations give

(A I)

and

[
I -Ko]-I

-Go I

A+HC 0 : -HD -H
I

BF A+BF I B 0I
----------------------_. (A 3)

F F I I 0I
I

DF C+DF I D II T

From (2.7), again straightforward but tedious manipulations show that

[MO UoJ[ I -IQJ,[~
Q

[~o ~o]No Vo_ -5 0 No Mo
A+BF HDsF - - I -HDs 0BC, -HC2 I

0 A+HC 0 B+HD H

0 8 2C-81F A 8, + 8 2D 82 (A 4)
------------------------- -----------

F 0 CI 0 0

C+DF -DsF DC I + C2 Ds 0 T

From (2.19), (A 3), (A 4), we have

[ I -K]-'
-G I

A+BF (B-HDs)F BC,-HC2

o A +HC 0

o 8 2C-81F A

F

C+DF

F

(D + Ds)F

i B-HDs
I

: -(B+HD)

i - -
I BI +B2D

I

D+Ds

o
I T

(A 5)
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From (A 5), it is immediate that the closed-loop poles are those of the nominal plant

controller (G(S), K(Q)) pair and the derived 'plant'-'controller' (S, Q) pair. D
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